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10 years ago ...
Asbestos removal
planned for Math-Geo
Building
Asbestos removal
and renovation in the
BSU Math-Geology
Building will freeze stu-
dents out of the build-
ing in January.
Temporary shelter
will be provided for the
homeless students in
eight-mobile class-
rooms, the
Communication
Building, the University
of Idaho Technical
Building and the -
Biblical Studies Center.
The $1.7 million
renovation will be com-
pleted by September of
1993, said Steven
Schmidt, associate
vice president for
administration and
director of institutional
research.
5 years ago ...
Talkin' Broncos buck
the competition
The Boise State
University Debate and
Speech team captured
its third consecutive
tournament title of the
year, winning the
Division II champi-
onship at the Linfield
College Forensics
Tournament in
McMinville, Ore. on
Nov. 14 - 16.
The victory solidi-
fies BSU's position
atop the Northwest
Forensic Conference
standings with two
conference tourna-
ments remaining in the
season.
1 year ago ...
Conservative publica-
tion hits campus
Watch out for a new
publication out on cam-
pus set to run the first
week of December
called the Boise State
Free Press.
The publication is
an open forum to
express conservative
ideology. Laura
Tannini, China
Veldhouse and Melissa
Simpson are members
of the College
Republicans, and in
coalition with them
have submitted articles
for the first edition of
the Free Press.
, Simpson is editor-in-
chief, and along with
Tannini, started the
concept of a conserva-
tive forum here on
campus.
Monday in Diversions:
Sculpturist Amy
Westover, a Boise State
alum, will explain her
artistic concepts and
discuss her new com-
mission in downtown
Boise.
Mostly Cloudy
45°
FRIDAY
Mostly Cloudy
SATURDAY
• 44°/2T
Mostly Cloudy
prOVided by
weolher.com
Veteran Wrestlers lead
the way
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University seeks corporate sponsorship
By Elizabeth Puckett
TheArbiter-----
Chris Dimmick, a for-
mer BSU student, will be
giving a talk about his
experiences at the
Listening to the City con-
ference in New York on
Dec. 12.
The Listening to the
City Conference, which
occured last July in New
York, was an opportunity
for 5,000New Yorkers, as
Bronco Stadium.
Bronco Stadium
would bring some
degree of notoriety to a
corporate sponsor. The
blue playing surface - the
beloved "srnurf-turf" - of
Bronco Stadium marks
the most recognizable
athletic facility in the
state.
A corporation's deci-
sion to lend its name and
its pocketbook to Bronco
_Stadium is expected to
increase the university's
visibility both in Idaho
and nation-wide. Bronco
Stadium is the site of two
nationally televised
games this season. In
addition, Bronco
Stadium hosts the
Humanitarian Bowl
annually.
Upon corporate spon-
sorship, Bronco Stadium
would likely be renamed
to bear the logo of its
financial supporter and .
guaranteeing the added
benefits of name recogni-
tion and advertising.
Corporate sponsor-
By Andrea Trujillo
Specialto TheArbiter--
Boise State University
has been actively seeking
corporate sponsorship
deals for Bronco Stadium
and the Pavilion for sev-
eral years.
Now, on the heels of
Boise- State football's
record-breaking season,
a deal for Bronco
Stadium seems highly
possible.
University President
Charles Ruch said bring-
ing the right sponsor
aboard would benefit
both the sponsoring cor-
poration and the univer-
sity.
The corporation
would enjoy the enor-
mous exposure and prof-
its from positive public
relations and BSU would
receive much-needed
funding to improve its
growing athletic pro-
grams.
Ruch said the univer-
sity is much closer to
cementing a deal for
Bronco Stadium than the
Pavilion.
"There are some very
good possibilities," Ruch
said.
There are a few key
reasons why corporate
sponsorship will be gen-
erated for' Bronco
Stadium prior to the
Pavilion.' First, the
Bronco football team has
been more successful
than either of the Bronco
basketball teams or the
volleyball team, which
compete at the Pavilion.
This season, the
Bronco football team fin-
ished 11-1 overall, and
won the WAC title, with
a perfect 8-0 conference
record. They are ranked
15th in the latest
ESPN /USA Today
Coaches Poll, and will
play in the Humanitarian
Bowl on Dec. 31 at
Ruch retiring, but leaving
legacy of rapid growth
Athletics, acade-
rnicshave pros-
pered
during tenure
cess on all levels - the
university has pros-
pered," Ruch said.
During Ruch's
administration, two
women's varsity teams:
golf and soccer have
been added. to 'Boise
State Athletics - both
teams are funded by the
maximum number of
scholarships.
Ruch acknowledges
that women's athletics
don't command the
same dollars that men's
athletics do at this time.
Although gender equali-
ty 'is not seen on all lev-
els in athletics, the
opportunity is there.
'It might not happen
for my generation, but
maybe for my grand-
kids," Ruch said. .
Ruch is known as a
'strong . supporter of
Bronco Athletic
Association's fund-rais-,
ing efforts.
.According to' Bob
Madden, executive
Ruch joined the uni-
versity as president in
January 1993 and the
athletic budget at that
time was $4.8 million
annually. Today, the
department's budget has
more than doubled,
growing to $10.9 million.
During Ruch's tenure,
BSU moved from the Big
Sky to the Big West con-
ference, and finally to
the current Western
Athletic Conference.
In addition, Bronco
Stadium underwent an
$11 million facelift in
1997, expanding the sta-
dium from 22,500 to
30,000 seats, .
BSU's recruiting of
prospective athletes,
both nationally and
internationally has
improved. Ruch credits
the athletic coaches and
personnel with making
BSU competitive in that
resgect.
'Through general
recruiting of great
coaches who want the
best - who strive for sue- ' See Ruch on Page 3
ship of Bronco Stadium
would help alleviate the
financial burden.
In 1997, the university
expanded Bronco
Stadium to 30,000 seats,
with a price tag of $11
million. The athletic
department is saddled
with a nearly $400,000 a
year debt service, stem-
ming from the expan-
sion.
Corporate funding
would free-up valuable
athletic department dol-
lars needed to improve
other athletic facilities,
such as the Pavilion.
The Pavilion is in des-
perate need of a face-lift,
which the athletic
department could
accomplish with an
increased budget.
Although the 20-year-
old facility has held up
under two decades of
wear and tear, more dol-
lars would allow for
upgrades such as a
multi-purl?ose floor, con-
cessions Improvements
and other amenities.
Despite the undeni-
able advantages that cor-
porate sponsorship
would provide, Ruch
said that the package
sought by the university
is based on more than
financial matters.
"As much as we'd like
to attract a partnership,
sharing a common goal
is an advantage. It's nec-
essary to find a partner
with common goals, val-
ues and objectives,"
Ruch said.
By Andrea Trujillo
Specialto TheArbiter--
Boise State will say
goodbye to its fifth pres-
ident when President
.Charles Ruch retires at
the end of. the spring
semester and his legacy
could be summed up in
two words: rapid
growth ..
During Ruch's nine
years of service, BSU's
academic programs
have flourished. Many
of the university's acad-
emic programs have
expanded, and several
new degree programs
have been added.
.Despite such steps, the
university's academic
f'rogress doesn't rival
the significant strides
taken by the BSU athlet-
ic department through-
out Ruch's tenure.
.'}
Alum to address Sept It-mediation topics
well as over 500 media-
tors from .around the'
country, to come together
and discuss what the)" d
like to see done with the
site of the World Trade
Center.
According to
Dimmick, the conference
was an emotional one,
due to the number of
.lives lost and 200,000 jobs
directly and indirectly
impacted as a result of the
Sept. 11 attacks. '
"With housing,
employment ,and trans-,
portation all effected by
the Sept. 11 attacks, emo-
tions ran pretty high. This
was a great opportunity
for people to discuss
what they thought should
be done with the site,"
Dimmick said.
"America Speaks, the
company hired to orga-
nize the conference, did a
wonderful job making
certain that all groups in
New York had an oppor-
tunity to voice their opin-
ion."
Dimmick added that·
there were bilingual
mediators available for
participants, .. 'and
America, Speaks held a
special conference on
Monday for the Hassidic
Jews, who could not
attend the Saturday con-
ference.because of reli-
gious beliefs. . ..
"The whole organiza-
tion behind' this was
great. I think peoele
walked away feeling like
their voices were heard,"
he said.
Dimmick ' said he
develol?ed his interest in
-mediation at BSU, when
the certified Mediation
Program was just begin-,
ning.: He was, one of. the
first Boise State students
to obtain a mediation cer-
tificate through BSU.
After graduating the
program, Dimmick went
on to work as a child cus-
tody mediator, a vic-
tim/offender mediator
and later in workplace
mediation. . .
Dimmick's presenta-
tion will be from 4 ~.5
p.rri.onThursday,Dcc.
12, in the. Boise -State
Bishop .BamwellRoom.
The event, is .free to stu-
dents, and the comnltini~
tv, and presented bvthe
Dispute Resolution
..........' '.". l .
·x
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Campus Shorts
East universities 'that rely on topforeign students to help with
scientific research.
Bus' hits Harvard student Professors, graduate
after pre-game party school deans and officials
from national science soci-
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - A eties say hundreds of foreign
Harvard University student students recruited to work on
whose foot was crushed by a projects in such areas as
bus outside a Boston club the phy~ics, ~ath and petroleum
night before the Harvard- engmeenng were kept out
Yale Game said she will like- this fall because they couldn't
ly remain in the hospital for get visas.
another two weeks. University and science
Rachel M. Riederer said academy officials, who
doctors have told her that acknowledge the need for
she will be' able to walk tightened national security,
again, althou~h the extent of are pleading with the State
her mobility is still Depar~ent to come up with
unknown. a speedier way to screen visa
She was leaving a applicants,
Harvard-Yale party at a A State Department
Lansdowne Street club spokesman said the denial
around 2 a.m. on Nov. 23 rate for visas has !?one up for
when the incident occurred. all categories, not Just for stu-
Riederer said she was dents. During the 12 months
waiting in a crowd for a ending Sept. 30, 27 percent of
shuttle that was taking stu- applicants were denied, up
dentsback to Harvard. from 23 percent in the prevI-
"The bus pulled up really ous year, said Stuart Patt,
close to everybody and peo- spokesman for the u.s.
ple started running forward Bureau of Consular Affairs.
with the bus," Riederer said.' The American Physical
"I fell, and' a couple of Society, a national group
peop,le fell down on top of based in College Park, Md.,
me. r surveyed 185 advanced-
. Then, Riederer said, the degree physics. programs
bus i rnoved forward, stop- recently. The 79 'universities
ping on top of her leg. that responded said 123 of
Riederer said doctors clas- 595 foreign students admit-
sified her injury as a crush ted for this fall had been
injury to the left leg and foot. denied visas.
She said she has lost one of
four muscle groups in her Vaccine may help HPV
leg. patients ' ,
Riederer said she has had
four surgeries since the inci-
dent, intended to help
remove dead tissue and
determine how to fix the leg.
ei;l£i.om
ell"men'take
.i~~i~
", io~'m~phic
j,;""h~r~Csttt·
... ,....!;~b.w;t\l.~ir.,P9rt<
O~:;<l:t·,,,,,)gal<l:.te~ptiop.
"'''F!tst~~4:y~,~:jf~~~~':'tlte •.B~sqt1~(C~~te~,.~ti(jth
and Grove lltre~; .. ..•",' \
'..AU:".rewelComet();Aiot>
byf(>r 'reireshnients: lUld> a
gli,fupl)~oLBoise:s,n~west
up-and-c(>mfIl8desi&J:1ers. .
! Port£oUoslswiU ,feature
,the work of.John Hardesty,
Rainey .:·..·Hawes-Spe~cer,.'
Brett .Mag~uson,. '••Jeff
Mars~lall,.. ! Emily
McClmtock,. Brett Naillori,'
Michelle, .'Olson; 'Erich
Schroeder,Melia Smith and
Carl Tieman: .
Worldwide holidilystobe
showcased in Jordan
Come and see howholi-
days are celebrated in other
countries .. at "Holidays
Around the World," a cele-
bration that recognizes holi-.
da.y~in numerous cultures. '
The event, which is free
and open to the public, runs
from 11 a.m. • 2p.m.,
Saturday, at the Student
Union Jordan Ballroom D.
Children and. adults' can.
experience hands-on pro-
jects such as learning how
to wnte Fa Chun, creating
candy-filled stockings,
making dolls and beading
necklaces. Other activities
include music, videos, edu-
cational booths, a cultural
dance, photos with Santa
and ethnic appetizers.
The event is sponsored
by the Boise State Cultural
Center, Families of Multi-
Ethnic Adopted Children,
BOiseState Housing, Boise
State Children's Center and
the Boise StateCounselinz
Center. e
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Marija Knezevic, center, a student from Yugoslavia, talks to students at Columbia College as foreign
students voice concerns over visas.
New textbook option avail-
able online
passed the Alpha Delta
Theta fraternity house, an
intoxicated student called
out obscenities from its
front' porch, and then
chased after the victims.
The assailant, brandish-
ing a clenched fist, pushed
one student until he fell to
the ground, then struck the
other student repeatedly on
the head and face before
fleeing on foot.
The victims were rushed
to the university hospital,
where one received staples
to treat a lacerated scalp.
The other victim, who suf-
fered minor cuts and bruis-
es to his arms and hands,
was checked for a concus-
sion and found to be in sta-
ble condition.
University and city
police officers identified the
CHICAGO A alleged assailant as a sec-
U' . f I and-year student who lives
niversity a C ucago stu- in Shoreland Hall.
dent attacked and beat twoh The victims, who
at er students as they. declined to be named or
walked north on UniversityAvenue late at night Nov. interviewed due to pending
21. The victims, both third- litigation, have not yet
year students, were travel- pressed criminal charges.
. t tl M Without criminal charges
mg 0 te aroon Market police officers were not able'
to purchase coffee before its2 a.m. closing. to enter Shoreland Hall to
As the pair walked question the assailant.
of a study on a vaccine that
may prevent HPV. This vac-
cine may eventually help to
eradicate the virus, as small-
pox and diphtheria were
wiped out decades ago.
Scientists who conducted
the study observed 1,500
women ages 16 through 23.
In the women who
received the vaccine, 41 cases
of HPV-16 infection were
found. Nine of those cases
had dysplasia, the presence of
precancerous cells. All the
women who received the vac-
cine were given a clean bill of
health. .
MILWAUKEE - An alter-
nate means for buying and
selling textbooks will be avail-
able for students in their
search, for deals in the new
semester.
An online textbook
exchange offering students a
chance to deal directly with
other students in the purchase
and sale of textbooks will be
available on the Marquette
University Student
Government Web site starting
Wednesday.
Students in Columbia
University's student govern-
ment created the exchange,
called Dogears, and it has
been available for other stu-
dent governments to use,
MUSG President Lawrence
Baylis said.
The Web site will also have
other sections, including a
marketplace for students to
post classifieds advertising
almost anything, a course
guide that offers faculty and
course evaluations and a chat
board to feature events hap-
pe,nmg on campus, Baylis
said.
MidwestBATON ROUGE, La. -
While breast cancer kills
more women each year than
any other form of cancer cer-
vical cancer is another danger
to 'Nomen, and most cases are
caused by the Human
Papilloma Virus.
. The highest occurrence of
HPV infection is found in
sexually active college-aged
women, according to a study
sup?orted by the National
Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases.
But last week researchers
announced promising results
U. Chicago student attacks 2
others after frat party"
South
Hurdles for foreign students
take toll on colleges' scien-
tific work
DALLAS - America's
move to shut the spigot on
student visas after .Sept, 11
has created a brain drain for
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By Patti Jones
The Seattle Times ----
This is for all of you
who've ever crossed your
eyes, puckered your lips
and let cigarettes dangle
from your nostrils in a pho-
tobooth.
Yes. Those things are still
around. Their stools still
wind. Their flashes still
blind. Their four-pose strips
defy all forecasts of fade-
out.
"1 don't know anyone
who can resist them," says
Rick Hock, director of exhi-
bitions at the International
Museum of Photography in
Rochester, N.Y.
Today, photobooths
don't just dot the malls,
museums and amusement
parks. They also provide
entertainment at wedding
parties, play supporting
roles in movies (think
"Amelie") and inspire both
Web sites and books.
Two new titles out: the
nostalgic "Photobooth"
(Princeton Architectural
Press, $19.95) and the hyper
"MTV's Photobooth"
(Universal Publishing,
$28.50).
In the MTV book, some
200 celebs ham it up inside
the network's backstage
color booth.
There's Spike Lee, dead-
pan in three frames and giv-
ing a tiny smirk in the
fourth. There's Hugh Grant,
looking right, left and dis-
appearing. And Kirsten
• l,
~
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director and associate athlet-
ic director of the Bronco
Athletic Association, Ruch
has shown support through-
out the years in immeasur-
able ways. Madden said
Ruch frequently attends lun-
cheons, pre-game dinners,
banquets, board meetings
and travels with the team on
road trips.
Ruch and his wife Sally
have even been known to
hold dinners in their home,
in support of BSU Athletics.
"Dr. Charles and Sally
Ruch have been outstanding
sUf.1porters of Bronco
At lletics and of the Bronco
Athletic Association. His
leadership has bee~ instru-
mental," Madden Said.
Dunst picking her nose.
In all: 44 stuck-out
tongues (including Heather
Graham's), 14 blown kisses
(including Hilary Swank),
one shoe close-up (Ethan.
Hawke's) and a bare butt
(belonging to R&B star
Usher).
It's-anyone's guess how
many photobooths are in
the United States, but two
companies - Photo Me and
Fantasy Entertainment -
account for some 5,500
machines. Most are digital,
and some offer extras that
let you:
- Try on hairdos - from
blue spikes to yellow braids.
- Choose backdrops -
tropical beaches, clusters of
"hot babes."
- Have your portrait
sketched "in the style of
Leonardo, Raphael,
Michelangelo or
Rembrandt."
But it's the no-frills,
black-and-white booths that
seem to inspire the most
loyalty. As 12-year-old
Angela Yragui of Ballard,
Wash., explains, "They just
seem more original."
In the Seattle. area, only
about a half-dozen black-
and-white machines
remain. One sits in Archie
McPhee in Ballard. You can
find it by walking past the
Pee-wee Herman dolls and
the nuclear-protection suits
to the back wall. It's easy to
spot, although the staff
sometimes tries to disguise
it as a spaceship Of, as at last
Halloween, a haunted wed-
ding chapel, covered in
fake-o spider webs.
"It's cool because it's like
a flashback," says Megan
Giese, 18, of Edmonds.
"It's very retro, very
funky."
Wearing green eye shad-
ow and low-slung pants
exposing a svelte midriff,
Giese has just emerged from
the booth to wait her three
minutes. When her rhotos
arrive, she wiII mai them
off to her beau at college in
Bellingham, Wash., with
whom she trades strips
about once a month.
"At first we just made
siIIy, faces," she says.
'Now we're getting more
creative."
At Archie McPhee, "cre-
ative" may mean anything
from donning a Shriner's
cap to embracing a skeleton.
These days, nothing fazes
store manager Shana
Iverson. She's seen folks
bring in their dogs. She's
seen them haul in signs - "1
LOVE YOU." She's watched
as they cram in six at a time.
And, yes, she's encountered
her share of mooners.
"People will flash and
then take their photos to the
counter to show us," she
says JOVially before dearing
her throat and growing seri-
ous.
"We don't really like that,
because this is a family
store."
What is it about photo-
booths that turns upright
sustainable living andmore.
. Participating . organiza-
tions includetlie Agency for
New Americans, Idaho
Human Rights 'Education
Center, Idaho Women's
Network; Your .Family,
Friends. and Neighbors;
Idaho Returned PeaceCorps
Volunteers, '. . Idallo
Conservation League; Idaho
Media Project, .Northwest
Earth Institute and United
, Vision of-Idaho.
For more information, call
the Alliance at 344-9161, or
email us. at' sra@snakcriver-
alliance.org.
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Career- Ccntcr Services
Career, Internship & Part-time, Summer,
& Temporal")' Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counscl ing
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
http://carccr.boiscstatc.cdu
426-1747
1173 Univcrstry Drjve
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
citizens into goofbaIls? Part poser on the back of a photo
of it is the lack of a photog- shown in the book
rapher. No witnesses means "Photobooth."
no inhibitions. But if the first photo-
"When I was in high booth users were awed,
school, the girls would cir- giddy, excited or thrilled,
culatephotos of their bare they gave no hint. Mostly
breasts, and we'd try to they resembled a bunch of
identify who was who," stuffed birds. Their faces
says Hock with a laugh. didn't begin to relax until
"No one could ever fig- the 1930s, about the time the
ure it out." booths' attendants disap-
Part of it is also the price peared.
- $2 for four shots. If you "A lot of people would
smile nicely in one, that enter the booth, start out
gives you three more in looking serious and then
which to smirk, scream, realize, 'Hey, I can do what-
squint or blink. And if you ever I want because no one
don't like any of the four is watching,' " says Tammra
shots, you can trash the evi- Engum of Newcastle,
dence and try again. Wash., a photo dealer who
Just be sure to read the - supplied many of the shots
signs before investing your for "Photobooth."
capital. , "You can see them get-
"I'm always finding care- ting freer as you move
fully folded bills in the coin down the strip."
slot," gripes Bill Hertel, who During World War II,
maintains two-dozen soldiers posed in amuse-
Seattle-area machines, tak- merit-park booths with their
ing 150,000 photos a year. gal pals and Army buds
The automatic, multipose before shipping out.
photo machine was patent- ., In the 1950s, moms said
ed in 1928 by Anatol cheese with their baby-
[osepho, a photographer boom tots at booths in
from Siberia. When he
opened his first photobooth
in New York City's theater
district, offering eight poses
for a quarter, The New York
Times called it "a smart
fad:'
One year later, Iosepho
sold his company interest to
a group of businessmen for
$1 million.
"How can it be? It's
amazing," wrote one early
Woolworth's.
In the 1960s, artist Andy
Warhol elevated photo
strips to an art, turning
them into self-portraits, silk
screens and even a Time
magazine cover on
"Today's Teenagers."
But with the advent of
Polaroids and one-hour
photo shops, the booths lost
some of their aIlure.
"It wasn't until the 1990s
that their popularity started
rising again," says Matthew
Carter, chief financial officer
for Photo-Me USA, which is
headquartered in Grand
Prairie, Texas.
"Why did .it rise? In a
word: nostalgia:' .
"People immediately get
a smile when they see a
photobooth," he explains.
"It's a reminder of a
happy time, a time when
they went to a theme park
with their friends, found a
booth. and crowded in."
FAN SITES
www.photobooth.org
www.photoboothproject.com
IS your organization
holding an event?·
. Submity?ur info to.
TheArbit~i" a.nd.we'll
Flashback: Nostalgic allure 01 photobooths hasn't laded
Ruch has been credited
for his efforts made on
behalf of the athletic associa-
tion, but the university's
academic programs have
progressed as well,
Four master's degree pro-
grams in engineering were
added. The university's first
Ph.D. program, in geo-
physics, was established. ~n
MBA program WIth
·National Economics
University in Hanoi was
imposed. The business and
criminal justice degree pro-
grams in Twin FaIls were
expanded, and an Honors
College was established.
RlIch is proud of the steps
Boise State has taken both
academically and athletical-
Iy. Ruch said that although
Boise State is an institution
of higher education first and
foremost, he believes that
academic support naturaIly
transitions to the athletic
programs.
"We have a wonderful
scholarship program in
place. Many students who
wouldn't otherwise get an
education, find their 'place as
scholarship athletes at BSU,"
Ruch said. . .
Ruch said that athletics
are an important part of the
university.
"Athletics provide an iso-
lated school, like Boise State,
the opportunity to gain
exposure. Athletics provide
a window to the university,"
Ruch said.
At the end of the academ-
ic year, Ruch wiII retire from
his position at BSU.
However, Ruch will con-
tinue to be seen around cam-
pus. He wiII be visible at the
Pavilion and the Bronco
Stadium.
Ruch and his wife wiII
stay in the Boise area after
retirement and he said he
looks forward to beginning a
new chapter in his life, but
he said he hopes to remain a
figure at Boise State.
"1 would be delighted to
be involved with the univer-
sity if asked."
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Higher learning not for everyone
By Erica Crockett
TheArbiter-------
I've always wanted to go
to college. For my sister and
I, college was the next step in
life after high school. Inever
debated that reality with my
parents, nor did they bring it
up often. It was just under-
stood. .
When it came 'time for me
to seriously research colleges
and ultimately pick a college,
I went through all the
tedious admission hoops: the
five different essays on why
the world is going to shit and
how I might stave off the
descent, why all people
should live while they are
young, how I came to decide
why XYZ University was
right for me. '
After all the time spent in
AP classes in high school and
all the time poured into
applications I decided to go
to Boise State University.
While going to college
was the best choice for me, I
don't think it is the right
choice for everyone. I would-
n't have been happy entering
into the workforce or attend-
ing a vocational school. I
came to college to get an edu-
cation, not to get a job (any-
one who doubts my sincerity
is welcome to ask me what
my majors are).
. '. Unfortunately, attending
college has become a way to
increase a person's income
potential while asking them
to write a few papers or work
a few equations between
Sunday's football game and
the next Greek system soiree.
The FAQ page on the BSU
Web site, a page that many
prospective students view,
has a rather ironic flaw in
spelling in one of the ques-
tions on the site: "How do I
get advise on what classes to
take?"
While this is funny, it
'doesn't reflect positively on
BSU. I do not consider Boise
State University to be a
school of excellent prestige
or rigorous standards.
BSU is probably best
known for its blue turf and
the men who run around on
it. I don't think that college
sports or lax admission pro-
cedures are the cause of
BSU's less-than-grand acade-
mic reputation. I think that
blame can be attributed to
the students.
Perhaps requiring higher
grades or excellent test scores
from incoming students
would weed out those who
might not benefit from a col-
lege education. Perhaps fun-
neling more money into aca-
demic departments instead
of a new recreation center
would result in better facul-
ty. Perhaps not:
Although BSU has loose
admission standards, low
grades and SAT scores do
not necessarily suggest that a
student isn't eager to study
and learn. Individuals with
remarkable test scores attend
Harvard, though I'm positive
that a number of those stu-
dents are there for the' job
security.
Increasing funds to acade-
mic departments would
improve class availability
and a multitude of other
things, but I'm not sure it
would improve the average
student's education. BSU
already has a number of
intelligent, dedicated teach-
ers working for meager
wages.
If BSU is to become a first-
rate university, the students
must focus on academics,
broadening their intellects.
Those who attend college
with aims other than dedica-
tion to learning should con-
sider other paths in life.
Even though I think
everyone should have access
to higher education, I don't
think everyone should pur-
sue higher education.
Education is a matter of
priority and value. A recent-
ly conducted study showed
that out of Americans
between the ages of 18 and
24, only 13 percent could find
Iraq on a map and one out of
ten could not locate the
United States.
Although this is a pathetic
example of the kind of igno-
rance generally allowed in
our country, I don't think it
says anything about the
mental capabilities of the
surveyed individuals.
If they cared enough to
study geography, and if hav-
ing knowledge of the posi-
tions of the world's nations,
they would, dedicate them-
selves to studying atlases
and maps.
These kinds of individuals
are in every classroom at
BSU, in every lecture hall at
every university. These are
. the individuals that don't
care about the material or the
education, choosing to place
their priorities and values in
the grade: where it can take
them, and what it produces.
I chose BSU for various
reasons. One of the main rea-
sons I decided to stay in my
hometown instead of
shelling out twenty five
thousand a year to a private
college had to do with my
own views on education.
It's cliche, but true; educa-
tion depends on the student
and the time and effort they
are willing to devote to learn-
ing. I knew that BSU would
facilitate my education, even
though it isn't the most rep-
utable university. The Ivy
League doesn't have a stash
of secret books containing
information accessible only
to those that can pay.
I'm at BSU to learn, and
even though BSU might run
like a business, the students
shouldn't act like employees,
putting in their eight hours
so they can buy the house
and the car at the end of the
year.
Pete Espil has it wrong, all wrong
Guest---
Opinion
By Robert J. Green
Stlldent~-------
Just as Pete Espil's drill
instructors were left unirn-
fressed with him, so too was. In his column entitled "Of
elections, sweat, tank tops,"
Mr. Espil begins with sar-
casm about moving "fear-
lessly into the future" now
that ASBSU's senate elec-
tions are over.
I'd like to mention just a
few of the truly important
issues ASBSU senators, exec-
utive .members, judiciary,
lobbyists, committee mem-
bers and many others are
currently 'working on: the
future of Boise State Radio,
the future of BSU West, the
renewal of BSU's image and
relations with state, local and
national 'officials, increasing
cultural diversity awareness,
the consequences of contin-
ued budget cuts and fee
increases for students, and
the tireless work of remind-
ing the state that BSU is still
owed millions of dollars.
Additionally, it is interest-
ing to review some of the
thmgs ASBSU has accorn-
plisned in the past.
Rob Meyer, Associate
Director of Student
Involvement, was quoted in
Elizabeth Puckett's Nov. 18
Arbiter article as saying of
ASBSU, "they have been
responsible for much of the
changing campus landscape,
including the new Children's
Center, "The Pavilion, the
Student Union Building and
the recent renovations and
the increased parking."
ASBSU was also influcn-
tial in the Student Affairs'
creation of what else? You
guessed it, the new REC cen-
ter.
So let's talk about the REC
center. Mr. Espil claims that
he can use the center's equip-
ment without perspiring. My
understanding of basic body
chemistry (from high school
health class) tells me that
can't be true.
As I recall, any action that
increases metabolism, i.e.:
forcefully breaking bonds
within molecular pathways
by strenuous exercise such as
weightlifting, will involun-
tarily tell the brain to trigger
a secretion of perspiration in
an attempt to regulate body
temperature.
Well, maybe Mr. Espil
was absent from health class
that day.
Specifically, Mr. Espil
inquired as to the origin of
the tank top rule. Well, the
guilty culprits were the
Recreation Board of
Governors (RECBOG)!
The 22 member board,
made up of 11 students
appointed by ASBSU's presi-
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dent, had the CraZI! idea to
establish some guiaelines to
protect REC Center users
from what Arbiter reporter
Colleen Underwood called,
"skin irritations and infec-
tions," in her Sept. 9 piece,
"The Rec: No Shirt, No
Service."
According to Underwood,
RECBOG followed in the
steps of other universities
across the nation when they
had REC Center administra-
tors review sanitary stan"
dards with a health official,
and enforce a cotton 'l-shirt
requirement to "preserve the
equipment and prevent the
spread of disease."
Of course, Mr. Espil might
have known some or all of
what I've mentioned above
had he taken time to get
involved in the slightest way
with the REC center's devel-
opment, or even had he read
The Arbiter a couple of times
before deciding to use it as
an outlet for "his "I don't
want to get involved, IJ'ust
want to complain" attitu e.
Apparently he is far too
busy at the REC center, per-
fectmg his doubtful, mutant-
like ability to keep from per-
spiring while working out.
No doubt his days are
spent there harassing female
students who subsequently
retreat to the women's locker
room to escape his irresistible
cltarm and astonishil/g wit. It
was Mr. Espil's use of the
phrase "a cute little hettie"
that foreshadowed both the
insight and the intellect that
occupied the remainder of
Mr. Espil's column.
There was one part of his
column that I did find reveal ..
ing, it was Mr. Espil's own
account of his mother's
involvement in his Eagle
Scouts experience. I couldn't
help but Imagine Mrs. Espil
dressing up an 18-year-old
"Petie" 111 his grossly under-
sized Scouts' uniform and
dragging him by the ear to a
Scouts' awards meeting.
All of that work in a des-
perate attempt to give her
son something to write in the
"previous experience" sec-
tion of resumes and applica-
lions that Mr. Espil Will no
doubt be leaving blank for
years to come.
I don't mean to be too
hard on Mr. Espil, but I find
it humorous that he spent the
first half of his' column pro-
claiming the uselessness of
student involvement, and
then spent the rest of his col-
umn whining about policy
. directly shaped' by the
involvement of students.
It was especially interest-
ing that he chose to call out
Senator Pam Magee.
Here is a woman who has
accomplished more for her
country and her community
as a Veteran of the Gulf War
(where some 17 enemy com-
batants surrendered to her
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and another American sol-
dier) and now as a student
senator, than .I fear we can
expect from Mr. Espil any
time soon.
Despite all of this, if he
ever changes his mind about
getting involved on campus,
I think those of us who do
carecan find a spot for him.
In fact, I understand there
is a vacancy for the seat of
"Vice Representative of
Unenlightening, Un- ,
researched, and Mediocre
Public Writing."
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On committees, bathrobes, can-collect.ing
Guest---
Opinion
By Aubrey Salazar
Senator-at-large elect ---
For the past few months I
have been working on the
retroactive grade replace-
ment policy (RGR) in com-
mittee. For those of you who
aren't familiar, it is the policy
designed to help those stu-
dents who retook a class
between 1995 and 2001 and
were subject to grade averag-
ing.
I did, up until recently, sit
on the Academic Standards
Committee as a student at-
large representative..
As your newly elected
Senator, I remain: on the com-
mittee, trying to make good
on campaign promises by
feverishly building up a case
in favor of the RGR policy.
Working . with the
Academic Standards
Committee has most certain-
ly been a lesson in futility,
they make it an art form.
When the committee
wanted precedents to back
up the policy, I made count-
less phone calls to university
registrars across the country
who had enacted similar
policies at their institutions.
When the committee
wanted legal inquiries, I
talked to handfuls of univer-
sity legal advocates and pub-
lic-policy lawyers from the
private sector to clarify the
legal risks involved.
In addition, I compiled
higher education trends and
statistics to debate the logis-
tics and fairness-of the policy.
At every meeting, I was
subject to speculative discus-
sion between the members -
those who attended anyway
- about a whole host of
"what-ifs" that each had the
same chance of occurring as
a-Democrat winning a senate
seat in Idaho.
I kept reminding them of
the temporal sensitivity of
the issue and that students
who could reap the benefits
of the RGR policy would be -
and had been - graduating.
I think revealing this point
only served to further under-
mine my cause because at
each committee meeting,
when one concern about the
policy was allayed, another
cropped up in its place, even
more redundant than the
last.
All semester I found
she always votes "pragmati-
cally," meaning she cannot
see her way past voting for a
policy that the provost
intends to rebuke.
I call this an absolute
injustice.
It reminds me of the
United States during slavery.
Oh, how some U.S. govern-
ment officials knew in their
hearts that slavery was
wrong, but decided to think
employee has a wealth of
information at his fingertips
concerning just these sorts of
policies, yet the entire semes-
ter we receive not one statis-
tic, not one piece of evidence
in line with his reasons for
censuring it.
My gut feeling is that his
opposition to the policy has
more to do with his impend-
ing ability and subsequent
enjoyment of advising stu-
If this is politics, then this explains why perfectly
reasonable people walk the streets in their bathrobes
collecting cans and talking to themselves.
myself looking around at the and vote pragmatically over
members, questioning my and over again. This univer-
ability to fight for a policy sity is not a regime - vote
that still is in the best interest your damn conscience!
of students at Boise State Yet another member of the
University. - committee whose depart-
Looking around, one com- ment would be directly
mittee member was doodling affected by the RGR policy
on his notepad only to continues to weigh in on the
abstain when a vote was discussion with empty
called. Another member tells remarks and unsubstantiated
me she just couldn't be in evidence.
favor of the policy because This administrative
dents of the current policies
and lamenting on how his
hands are tied.
The only unwavering sup-
port I receive in regard to this
particular policy, is from the
guy who takes minutes, and
up until recently, I didn't
even know if he was a voting
member or not. By the way, if
you read this, thank you.
If this is politics, then this
explains why perfectly rea-
.--::-----------------,
sonable people walk the
streets in their bathrobes col-
lecting cans and talking to
themselves. Please, if you see
me doing just that, make sure
and say hello.
Look, committee responsi-
bilities are a necessary com-
ponent to the autonomy and
well being of Boise State
University. .
Any conflict of interest or
commitment on the part of
faculty and staff to their com-
mitteeresponsibilities serves
to diminish and compromise
policy-making and the over-
all responsible management
of this university's business.
As your senator, I will
continue to tacitly disap-
prove of those who insist on
impairing the policy climate
at this university.
In the meantime, if you
are within the population of
students who retook a course
between 1995 and 2001, I des-
perately need your help in
lobbying this policy. Please
defer your name and phone
number to Senator Salazar at
X1440, or email me at sen a-
tor5@boisestate.edu.
I look forward to hearing
from you on this or any issue
you might have. Thanks for
your support and bye for
now.
,
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C.ollegeGOPdouble-tongued,dimwitted SPB is about events,not political agenda
Guest---
Opinion
By Erik Heidemann
Student --------------
In a sticky web of droll irony, the BSU
College Republicans - the supposed voice of
conservatism on campus - is embroiled in a
political pissing match with the Student
Programs Board over a dispute arising from
an SPB guest speaker, former United Nations
weapons inspector Scott Ritter, and College
GOP-hired lip piece/ conservative intellectual
Dinesh D'Souza having the same time slot for
their respective lectures ("College Gar
Leader, SPB Clash Over Speakers," Jessica
Adams, The Arbiter Nov. 21, 2002).
What's interesting, nay, comical, is the fact
that these GOP tin' soldiers, whose blind,
child-like faith in the "free market" precludes
any sort of government intervention, are run-
ning to the SPB, a quasi-GOVERNMENTAL
INSTITUTION, crying afoul of their affliction
and demanding action. .
What's the problem, I dare ask? The solu-
tion is simple: let the "free market" decide
which lecture will prosper and which will fail.
What do the handmaidens of the "invisible
hand" (Adam Smith) "The Wealth of
Nations") have to fear? Are they afraid of COII/-
petition? Alas, say it isn't so! -
BSU College GOP chair Brad Christensen
stated that, "we want to see diversity of
speakers" on campus. Since when were
Republicans interested in diversity?
Aside from the scant claims of a few blacks
and a Hispanic or two in their ranks, there is
none! Decades of political research consistent-
ly indicate that an overwhelming saturation
of WASPs comprise their rank and file.
Christensen further asserts that, "our stu-
dent fees are going to propagate a liberal, left-
ist agenda that I think many of the students
don't agree with and that I don't think is good
or healthy for the university:'
Yawn. Is this typical regurgitation of the
same, old, boring Rush Limbaugh-diatribe the
best Christensen can do? Evidently.
To make matters more interesting,
Christensen bears a striking resemblance to a
GOP foot soldier / fanatic I saw election night
and with whom I conversed and determined
was not the brightest bulb in the chandelier.
Could it be him?
Judging from his picture in The Arbiter, I
would bet on it, but not with exact certitude.
Nonetheless, our conversation provides a
whimsical anecdotal insight into the future of
the GOP.
Election night I was politicking at the cor-
ner of Front and 13th Streets on the outbound
connector during rush hour traffic.
On one side of the street, there was a small
contingent of GOP College-Republican types
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dutifully waving signs for our esteemed lead-
ers, Congressman "Butch" Otter and
Governor Dirk Kempthorne (a.k.a. "Dirk")
and State Superintendent of Public Instruction
hopeful Tom Luna. On the other side of the
intersection, I was stationed, in like manner,
with a cadre of enthusiastic Democrats.
I had to cross the intersection to fetch some
signs from my vehicle, which was parked in
GOP-ville. After retrieving them, I was wait-
ing at the intersection for the crosswalk light
to turn, whilst this fellow from the GOP, who
looks exactly like Mr. Christensen, was read-
ing my signs with a perplexed look upon his
face. .
One of my signs read, "Dirk Kempthorne call
kiss my Risch," in reference to the race for
Governor and Lieutenant Governor. The chap
said, "What does that mean?" I replied that it
meant Gov. Kempthorne could kiss my a**
and that Lt. Governor candidate Jim Risch, R-
Boise, was the a'", The bloke responded with
a "Huh?" I arched my eyebrows in disbelief.
My other sign said "Help Gov. Kempthorne
understand unemployment issues - Elect Brady:'
After reading that particular placard, this
mental giant (who was holding a Tom Luna for
Superintendent sign - go figure) managed to
spit out "Duhh, unemployment issues? I don't
get it:' I couldn't believe it.
I replied, "If we elect Brady, Kempthorne
will be unemployed. Therefore, he will better
understand unemployment issues." ,
He flashed a deer-in-the-headlight-look my
direction. "He'll be out of work. He'll know
what it's like to be unemployed," I reasoned,
receiving nothing but a blank stare in return.
"You're not too bright, are you?" I asked.
Then the crosswalk light turned, thank. God!
Were my signs too complicated? The
evening commuters driving by at 35-45 miles
per hour didn't seem to think so, judging by
all the laughs and thumbs up I received (no,
they were not middle fingers, although I did
see a few of those, too). I was thoroughly
unimpressed.
Is this the future of the GOP in Idaho?
Based on this incident and the hypocritical
squabble with the SPB, I wouldn't doubt it.
Again, I want to emphasize that I'm not
certain that the GOP college cretin with whom
I conversed was Brad Christensen, and I'm
not trying to insinuate such.
If it wasn't though, he's got a little look-
alike running around who makes Homer
Simpson look like a Rhodes scholar and Nobel
Laureate.
1
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Guest Opinion .
By Ryan McDaniel
SPB executive lectures programmer ---
Let me set the record straight. The
Student Programs Board endeavors to
produce events that "Challenge beliefs;
encourage involvement; empower the
individual; educate others; inspire
action; and entertain the soul, all while
creating a sense of community and uni-
versity pride" (SPB mission statement):
this is what we do.
SPB works for the students and is in
no wa)' a politically biased agency. We
do the best we can to coordinate events
-with other organizations and we do not
operate on ideological political currency.
1 SPB has unammously passed a pro-
posal to bring former U.N. Weapons
Inspector Scott Ritter to the university to
lecture on "the corning war with Iraq:'
Ritter will give students insight into the
climate of the global community.
D'Souza was not posted on the calen-
dar of events located at http://enter-
tainment.boisestate.edu.
Student Activities . Coordinator,
Autumn Haynes, maintains this calen-
dar so coordination can occur. The for-
mer Weapons Inspector, Scott Ritter,
was booked when no events were sched-
uled on either Dec. 4 orS.
Upon the completion of SPB's plan-
ning process and the signing of the con-
tract, the College Republicans came'
forth.' to assert that we fiad intentionally
booked on the same day as the D'Souza
lecture and demanded. that we change
the programming already in place.
They had apparently planned the
D'Souza lecture but did not post it on
the calendar of events.
In essence, the College Republicans
booked D'Souza on. top of tlie lecture
scheduled for that day. SPB offered to
help in anyway we could by staggering
the time or by co-producing the events
with the College Republicans and our
offer was rejected.
As the result, we moved forward. We
did not place the event where it is
because of Republicans;' rather, it was
scheduled according to the availability
of the speaker. SPB IS not in the business
of programming ideologies. A commit-
tee of -college students wanted Ritter,
and we got Ritter. .
College Republicans need to post
their events on the calendar.
SERVING .BREAKFAST, LUNCH, & DINNER
----------------~. ,
'20% OFF
Entire Guest Check
Present this couponand receive 20% otT
your entire check,
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Grapplers looking to seniors for success
By Aaron Barton, ranked wrestlers for Boise
The Arbiter State is Collin Robertson, who
f walked away from last season
The highly ranked Bronco with the best individual
wrestling squad will rely record for the Broncos at 26-5,
heavily this season upon expe- which included a 19-match
rienced senior leadership to win streak through it.
ensure another successful sea- . Robertson enters this sea-
son. son with a ranking of 6th in
Seniors Ben Vornbaur, the 149-pound division. Along
Gabe Vigil and Collin with junior Jesse Brock,
Robertson return to the team Robertson is one of only two
in anticipation of improving Broncos to capture a PAC-lO
upon last year's 19th place fin- title last year.
ish at the NCAA tournament. The three senior leaders
··After ilI'l exceptional junior have completed the first two
seas6ri;:'Beri:Vombaur'enters competitions of this season in
this' year with All-American like fashion.
status and a national ranking In the head-to-head match
of third in the 125-pound divi- against Wyoming, and then
sion. Vombaur concluded last tile Cowboy Open, Vigil and
year with a second place finish Robertson won their weight
at the Pac-10 Championships divisions in both contests and
and a fourth place finish at the have each built their early sea-
NCAA 'Nationals, son records to 6-0.
During last season, he Vombaur (5-1) won his
accrued an impressive 26-6 weight class against Wyoming
record, bringing his career and then posted a second
totals for Boise State to 49-17 place finish at the Cowboy
for a 74.2 \~i~ning percentage, Open after a close defeat in the
. Gabe Vigil returns to the final.
Broncos With a pre-season With 90 percent of their
ranking of 8th in the 141- starting wrestlers returning
pound division. Vigil had a from last season, Boise State
strong junior year for Boise will use its veteran leadership
State, completing his third in their quest for a third PAC-
straight season with 20 or 10 title in four years. The 13th
more victories and posting a ranked Bronco squad travels
record of 24-13. next to the Las Vegas
After placing fifth in last Invitational Tournament on
years' WAC tournament, Vigil Dec. 6 and 7, before returning
went on to his third strait to take on Fresno State in their
national tournament where he home opener Dec. 13 at
finished 2-2. Bronco Gym.
Rounding out the top-ten
',
Williams named
Player of the Week
B 0 i s c
State guard
C J
Williams
has been
named the
Western
Athletic
Conference
men's bas- C], Williams
ketball player of the week
for Nov.25 - Dec. 1.
Williams, a senior from
Inglewood, Calif.
(Westchester HS), averaged
22.5 points in a pair of victo-
ries over in-state rivals
Idaho State and Idaho.
Last Tuesday in a 74-71
overtime victory against
Idaho State, Williams scored
a career-high 32 points. He
made eight three-point field
goals in the game, one shy of
the school record. On
Saturday, he added 13
points against Idaho State,
matching his previous
career high.
For the week, he was 14-
of-28 from the field, 11-of-20
from three-point range and
6-of-8 from the free throw
line. It was Williams' first
WAC player of the week
award.
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WAC Hawkins named co-coach of
the year
just his second season direct-
ing the Bronco football pro-
gram, Hawkins guided Boise
State to an overall record of
11-1 and national rankings in
both major college top 25
polls. The Broncos are cur-
rently ranked 15th in this
week's ESPN/USA Today
Coaches poll, and 19th in the
Associated Press poll.
Boise State went undefeat-
ed during the 2002WAC sea-
son at 8-0. The Broncos'
margin of victory in their
eight league games was 37.2
points-per-game establish-
mg a new WAC record for
the largest margin of victory
in a season. Hawkins' overall
record at Boise State is 19-5
.for a 79.2 winning percent-
a~e. His overall intercolle-
giate record as a head coach
is 59-16-1 for a 78.3 winning
percentage, Hawkins was
the head coach at Willamette
from 1993-97 where his over-
all record was 40-11-1 for a
77.9 winning percentage.
In 1998 Hawkins joined
the Bronco coaching staff as
the assistant head coach,
tight end coach and recruit-
ing coordinator to then
Bronco head coach Dirk
Koetter. Hawkins was
named Boise State's head
football coach in December
of
2000 when Koetter
resigned to take over the
head coaching position at
Arizona State University .
Hawkins, and this year's
Bronco team, will close out
. -its season on Dec. 31 in the
Crucial.com ZHumanitarian
Bowl. Boise State is sched-
uled to playa representative
from the Big 12 Conference
in the game that is scheduled
for a 10:UOa.m. kickoff at
Bronco Stadium. Boise
State's opponent is expected
to be announced either later
this week, or early next
week.
Peterson honored as finalist
following the 2000 season.
Petersen was the wide
receivers coach for the Ducks
from 1995 to
2000. Oregon was ranked
among the top offensive pro-
grams each year in I-A foot-
ball during hls stay in Eugene,
OR. Petersen was also an
assistant coach at Portland
State University.
Finalists for the award are
chosen by an eight-man panel,
which consists of former col-
legiate head coaches. They
include Darrell Royal of
Texas, Bo
Schembechler of Michigan,
Tom Osborne of Nebraska,
Vince Dooley of Georgia,
Don James of Wasflington,
Dick MacPherson of Syracuse,
Grant Teaff of Baylor and
LaVell Edwards of BYU.
Dan
Hawkins,
head foot-
ball coach
of the 2002
WAC
Champion
Boise State
University
Broncos, Dan Hawkins
has been named Co-Coach of
the Year for Region 4 by the
American Football Coaches
Association. AFCA
Executive Director Grant
Teaff made the announce-
ment on Tuesday, from
Waco, Texas.
Hawkins tied for the
University Division I"A
Region 4 honor with
University
of Oklahoma head foot-
ball 'coach Bob Stoops.
Tuesday's announcement
marks the second time in his
head coaching career
Hawkins has received a
regional award from the
AI~CA. In 1997 he was
named the
University Division II
(NCAA Division II and
NATA) Region 5 Coach (ofthe
Year when he led Willamette
(Ore.) University to an over-
all record of 13-1 and a run-
ner-up finish' for the NAIA
National Championship. In
·S.hOtb~Term ..
C h r is
Petersen,
offensive
coordinator
and quar-
terback
coach for
Boise State
University's
na tionall y .
ran ked Chns Peterson
football team, has been named
a finalist for the 2002Broyles
Award.
The Broyles Award is
named after former
University of Arkansas head
football coach,. and current
Arkansas Director of
Athletics, Frank Broyles. It is
awarded annually to the
nation's top assistant football
coach.
Joining Petersen as the five
finalists are Norm Chow,
offensive coordinator
for the University of
Southern California; Kent
Baer, defensive coordinator at
Notre Dame; Mark
Dantonio, defensive coordina-
tor at Ohio State University;
and
University of Georgia
defensive coordinator / line-
backers coach Brian
VanGorder.
The winner will be
announced Dec. 11 during a
banquet in
Little Rock, AR.
Petersen is in his second
season at Boise State and has
helped build the Broncos into
one of of the top offensive
teams in I-A football.
Boise State is the top statis-
tical offensive team in the
nation this year leading all I-A
schools in three team cate-
gories. Under Petersen's
guidance the Broncos lead the
nation in scoring with a 46.6
points-per-game average, in
total offense with a per-game
average of 516.8 yards, and in
passing efficiency with a rat-
mg of 175.06.
'Petersen came to Boise Sate
from the University of Oregon
Tulsa fires football coach
K e i t h
Bur n s
announced
his resigna-
tion as 'The
Uni versit,Y
of Tulsa s
head foot-
ball coach
today.
Bur n s Keith Bums
compiled an 'overall 7-28
record in his three seasons
with the Golden Hurricane.
In his first season, Tulsa post-
ed the school's most wins in
eight years with a 5-7 mark in
the 2000 campaign. His last
two teams registered an over-
all 2-21 record.
"The bottom line is that we
didn't win enough games,"
Burns said.
"To have the opportunity
to be a head coach on the
Division I-A level was a
dream of mine. Only 116
other coaches had the op'por-
tunity to do that. I've been
extremely blessed and very
fortunate."
Burns becametheschool's
25th head football coach on
Dec. 7, 1999.
Tulsa will conduct a
national search for a new
head football coach beginning
immediately.
-Courtesy of Tulsa Athletics
from Blue Cross OfIdaho
A limited benefit program designed
espeda/~ (or your temporary health care needs.
For infor;mation contact:
Boise District Office
3000 E. Pine Avenue
Meridian, ID 83642-5995
Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 7408
Boise, ID 83707
(208) 345·4550
Customer Services:(800) 365-2345
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UCLA-Wash. St. game Saturday affects 17bowls
By Andrew Bagnato
Chicago Tribune --- __
When the Pac-IO decided
to push the Washin~on State-
UCLA game back a lew weeks
to Dec. 7, it hoped to steal a
little national television expo-
sure on a Saturday the Big 12
and Southeastern Conference
.playoffs dominate ..
Instead, it has stolen the
national spotlight.
The game is the last domi-
no of ilie college football sea-
son, affecting 17-of-28 bowl
matchups, including all three
non-title bowls in the Bowl
Championship Series. It also
may determine whether
Notre Dame plays in a $13
million BCS bowl or the $1.7
million Gator Bowl, and
whether Iowa fans ring in the
New Year in Pasadena, Calif.,
or Miami.
"Never has a game without
a J-versus-Z matchup meant
so much around the country,"
Sun Bowl executive director
Bernie Olivas said Monday
from EI Paso, Texas.
The outlook could become
clearer Tuesday when BCS
bowl directors and conference
commissioners have their
weekly teleconference. But
uncertainty will remain until
the Bruins and Cougars play
Saturday afternoon.
When six major confer-
ences,' Notre Dame and ABC
formed. the BCS, they hoped it
would mvest greater meaning
in the regular season. But they
couldn't have envisioned a
scenario in which bowls,
teams and fans nationwide
were forced to wait for a sin-
gle result on the regular sea-
son's final day. .
"It's an unintended conse-
quence," Pac-lO
Commissioner Tom Hansen
said from Walnut Creek,
Calif.
"It's very, very serious. It
has a lot of implications for a
lot of different people. I've
been talking to several of my
athletic directors today, and
they don't know if they're
going to El Paso or San Diego
or Las Vegas."
At the top of the bowl
empire, theBCS Sugar,
Orange and Rose bowls anx-·
iously await the result. If
UCLA wins, the Rose would
have a dream matchup
between No. 5 Southern Cal
and third-ranked Iowa, and
the Orange would pair No. 11
Notre Dame against the win-
ner of Colorado-Oklahoma in
the Big 12 playoff. .
But if Washington State
wins, controversy is likely.
The Orange is considering
snappin~ up Iowa, leaving the
Rose With Washin~on State
against Colorado or
Oklahoma, a matchup that
would have trouble selling
out the Holiday Bowl. The
Orange has first choice of at-
large teams because No. 1
Miami would be in it if the
Hurricanes weren't going to
the title game in ilie Fiesta
Bowl.
In a strong indication that
the Oran6e Bowl is consider-
ing inviting the Hawkeyes,
officials called Olivas to ask
how many Hawkeyes fans
turned out when Iowa played
in the 1995 and 1997 Sun
Bowls.
"What I told them is they
bring a lot of people," Olivas
said.
Ticket sales are a big con-
cern for the Orange 'Bowl,
which has drawn an average
of 5,000 spectators below Pro
Player Stadium's capacity in
the three years it has not been
a BCS title game. Notre Dame
would guarantee a sellout,
but Oranse officials are wary
of being ridiculed if they take
the Lltli-ranked Irish ahead of
No.3 Iowa or No.5 Southern
Cal, which hammered Notre
Dame 44-13Saturday.
USC has the Traveler mas-
cot, but it doesn't have travel-
ing followers. A year ago,
only 30,000 fans attended the
Las Vegas Bowl between USC
and Utah on Christmas Day.
Hawkeyes fans, by con-
trast, flock to bowl games. Of
course, that's why the Rose
Bowl covets them. And the
Rose wants Iowa because of
the game's long ties to the Big
Ten. .
Rose Bowl' officials still are
stingin~ over last year, when
they missed out on a potential
Illinois-Oregon matchup and
played host to the BCS title
game, a clunker between
Miami and Nebraska.
"They're very upset about
the circumstances, and they
are very concerned about not
having a Big Ten Pac-lO
matchup two years in a row,"
Hansen said.
"But I don't think the
Orange Bowl is going to do
I
I
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A host of Washington State defenders surround Ohio State quarterback Craig Krenzal earlier this season.
them any favors just because
it's the Rose Bowl."
If the Rose Bowl is angry
enough, it might consider
dropping out ofthe BCS deal
when the next contract comes
up. .
Asked about the possibility
of losing Iowa, Rose Bowl
executive director Mitch
Dorger told the Los Angeles
Times: "We would be severe-
.ly disappointed. It would
dearly not be what we signed
up for, and it would clearly be
a factor in future considera-
tions, but I can't say that it
would alter anything in the
present. contract."
There was talk Monday
that the Rose was considering
pairing Washington State
against USC - a rematch of
tlie Cougars' 30-27 victory
Oct. 5 in Pullman, Wash.:-
instead of inviting the Big 12
champion.
Big Ten Commissioner Jim
Delany said the league under-
stood the possible conse-
quences when it joined the
BCS;which has made it possi-
ble for 13-0Ohio State to play
for a national title.
"The first point in our deal
is that we wanted to maintain
an opportunity to play in the
championship game,"ne said.
"The price, of that happens
to be we give up the Rose
Bowl."
Further down the bowl
line, smaller bowls such as the
Sun, the Insight.com and the
Outback can't make selections
until the top teams are slotted.
The Sun may have Arizona
State or UCLA from the Pac-
10 and Minnesota or Purdue
from the Big Ten, Olivas said.
"But now we don't know,"
he said.
"If Iowa gets bumped out
of the BCS, then Wisconsin
could be back in the picture."
Bowl officials hate toplaya
waiting game because they're
afraid fans will decide to stay
home if they miss out on
cheap advance airfare~.
'T think you're asking a lot
of people around the
Christmas holiday to have a
short window for making
plans," said spokesman
Shawn Schoeffler of the
Insight.com Bowl, which has-
n't filled its Big East or Pac-lO
slots.
Before the BCS, smaller
bowls often cut deals before
the season ended, rendering
many games meaningless. Say
this much for the off-derided
BCS: It has made the regular
season count.
"Every game means some-
thing," Olivas said.
"It makes it fun - sort of."
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Chuck Guilford reads 'What Counts'
By Lauren Consuelo Tussing
The Arbiter .
Spend 20 minutes talking
to Boise State English profes-
sor Chuck GUilford, and It
won't take you long to dis-
cover that he's a poet.
Even in conversation,
Guilford's words have a dis-
tinctly poetic disposition.
Whether it happens con-
sciously or unconsciously, he
chooses words that, for the
mind of the listener, conjure
up new images of looking at
tlie world, a theme common
to erudite poetry.
"OveraIl I think poems
that I like best are poems that
really change my' outlook on
life and stick with me over a
long, period of tirne.t'he said,
This theme carnes 111tO
Guilford's own poetry in his
new book, What CO/lilts
(Limberlost Press 2002),
which he will be reading
from tonight at the Log
Cabin Literary Center.
But the life of a Roem
begins long before it ends up
prmted neatly on the pages
of a book, or even before a
poet stands in front of an
audience to share his or her
art.
The lives of Guilford's
poems usually begin as free
writes, notes or miscella-
neous reflections on life in
the notebook he carries with
him nearly everywhere he
goes.
But, when Guilford is
inspired, he writes on just
about anything he can get his
hands on, including'
envelopes and scraps 0)
paper.
'Usually I feel words
starting to come inside-of me.
A lot of times I'll feel like a
rhythm of language or some
phrase or expression," he
said.
"Some poems it just seems
like they're almost given to
me. Il's like I'm not even
writing it. It just seems like
I'm just transcribing it, just
putting it down on paper.
But it's being piped into me
from some other source."
Guilford said the words of
the most moving poems he
has read, usually play over
and over again 111'his mind,
and many of these poems
hel£ satisfy a universal need.
They help me know who
I am and what my life is
about. They become kind of
like touchstones for figuring
out what life is about," he
said.
Appropriately, Guilford's
fascination with writing has
been a lifelong endeavor.
"I think I've always sort of
liked to play with words,"
Guilford said.
"The first thing I can real-
ly remember wnting was a
httle short story I wrote in
rrobably elementary school.think that's the first time
that I realized that I had
some abilitr, to write some-
thing good. r
Although Guilford knew
early on that he had a way
with words, he didn't plan
on studying English in col-
lege. In fact, Guilford began
his higher education on the
opposite side of the spec-
trum.
"1 always loved to read
and to write, but when I
went away to college I was a
business major. My father
was a businessman. I came
from a real practical family
and ... I just sort of assumed
that I would become a busi-
nessman like my dad," he
said.
Guilford soon discovered
that business wasn't for him.
He delayed taking any more
business classes by taking
core classes and elective
English classes. Eventually,
Cuildford changed his major'
to English.
"That was a big event in
my life to change my major.
My parents weren't hafpy.
They were supportive 0 me
as a person ... but they were
really doubtful that was a
good idea," he said.
To ease his parents'
worry, Guilford assured his
parents that law school may
be in his future, but instead
he went on to get his teach-
ing certificate, and then
eventually attended gr<ldu-
ate schoo!.
He ultimately decided he
wanted to teach English <Ita
college level.
Guilford earned a bache-
lor's and master's degree
from Western Michigan
University, finally earning a
AdD 1:1y.kTerrrt BronstEd. The MJifEr.
Chuck Guilford stands in front of his wall of mementos: notes from students, picturescand postcards, among other things.
Ph.D. at Northern Illinois
University.
Guilford's first job out of
college was teaching at
Kansas State University as <In
adjunct professor. He want-
ed to move further west, so
he began looking for jobs in
the western United States.
There was a j'ob opening at
Boise State, w rich Guilford
applied for. His first applica-
tion was unsuccessful, but
Guilford applied <lgain for a
job opening the next ye<lr.
HIS diligence paid off and
he was offered a position at
Boise State, where he began
as a professor of English
Composition.
Guilford has now been
teaching at Boise State for 21
years. He has taught a vari-
ety of English classes here
ranging Trom basic to
advanced writing, literature
classes and senior seminars.
"I like <Illkinds of writing,
but poetry would have to De
my favorite. It's my favorite
to read and teach, and my
favorite to write too," he
said.
What Counts is available
for $10 at the Log Cabin
Literary Center or· the BSU
Bookstore. The book is also
available by sending $10 plus
$3 shipping and 5 percent
sales tax to Limberlost Press
at 17 Canyon Trail, Boise,
Idaho, 83716.
Guilford will read poems from What Counts at
tlie Log Cabin Literary Center, located at 801 S.
Capitol Blvd. The reading will begin at 7:30 p.m.
tonight Admission is $6 for the public and $4 for
Log Cabin members. Guilford will be available for
book signing after the reading.
IF YOU GO ......:.
Talent under construction
By Tammy Sands
TileArbiter-.------
Presented every fall and
spring, the Theatre Majors
Association Showcase is
entirely student produced:
students write, direct, act
and design costumes,
scenery and lights for every
piece performed.
Theatre Under Construction
is being presented for the fall
T.M.A. Showcase include the
pieces Purgatory Life, A
Dreamer Examines His Pillow,
Mud, No Title Yet and Ghost
World.
Student directors include
Jodie Swanson, Christine
Burnett, Vanessa Peterson,
Roger Venable and Lisa
Hyslop. The artistic director
of.T.M.A. Showcase is [essika
Boyll; , .
Kathy Simpson, a junior
acting in Mud, recommends
everyone attend at least one
play put on by the Theatre
Arts Department because it
places' people outside their
normal realm and exposes
them to new things, broaden-
ing their horizons.
"The showcase is to show
the talent of the department.
Students do everything. As
you would go to a football
game to support the athletes,
go to theater to support the-
ater students," she said.
She also said she believes
this is part of the college
experience, that it is benefi-
cial to take advantage of
learning new things by going
to theater and sporting
events as well as other activi-
ties offered on campus.
Showcase offers a diverse
array of performances, guar-
anteeing that the tastes of
almost every spectator will
be sated.
. Aaron Kiefer, a senior act-
ing in Ghost World, describes
the piece as a comedy about a
playwright who never fin-
ished a play.
A.. wacky character created
by the playwright comes
back to make him finish the
play. Kiefer is playing this
wacky character, which: suits
him, as he is one of the "com-
edy kings" currently in the
department.
"I imagine an audience
would want to see this play
because it's funny. I think it
may be metaphorical as well,
but I'm not sure. I'm really
hot in it, too," Kiefer said.
Lindsey Wooten, a junior
acting in A Dreamer Examines
His Pillow, called the play "an
in-your-face romantic come-
dy about a seriously f-ed up
relationship and a fridge."
Wooten, who plays half of
this twisted relationship as
the character Donna, feels the
play is indicative of any psy-
chotic relationship.
Showcase offers a variety
of genres, and the pieces per-
formed are much shorter
than full-length plays. The
entire performance of all the
pieces is about two hours.
"Come to showcase to
contribute to charity, support,
students and learn some-'
thing new," Simpson said.
Showcase will be per-
formed from Dec. 5-7 in
Stage II of the Morrison
Center.
. Admission to Showcase is
$5 or $4 with a can of food for
.donation. All performances
begin at 7:30 p.m.
DISC~VER
the NORTHWESTERN Difference
Let N~rthwestern H~alth Sciences University Help You Explore Your
Future in Natural Health Care
Explore a few of Northwestern Health Sciences University's key strengths:
• Six decades of experience preparing natural health care practitioners for successful careers;
• Pioneering clinical education programs in the University's seven public clinics, which provide 60,000
patient visits per year;
• Limited enrollment of 1,000 students offers easy access to the well-trained faculty from a variety of
natural health care disciplines;
• A Career Services Center to assist in job placement f9110wing graduation.
·Careers in CHIROPIJ,ACTIC, ACUPUNCTURE,
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. •Vagina .. 1t'sa simple
word with a simple defin-
ition, y'et it is rarely used
in our language.
In fac~. vagina has
joined the ranks of taboo
euphemisms for the
female $e~ta1ia.
Although vagina is a
Latinate term used. for
medical description, it is
still part and parcel of the
labels invented by
humanity to describe a
woman's genitals.
Eve' Ensler's . Vagina
Monolog}les openly dis-
cusses this word not to
shock audiences, but to
educate them.
Vagina Monologues has
helped to dismantle the
stigma associated with
the vagina and ultimately
women' s .sexuality - just
one step towards realiz-
ing Ensler's larger goal:
stopping the violence
against women world-
WIde.
Ensler wants females
to be able to participate in
politics in Kuwait, wear
Jeans in .Italy, swim in
Iran .and be able to enjoy
sex 111 any country. To
name l'ust a few of the
inequa ities women still
face today despite
women's movements
throughout the world.
Vagina MOllOlogues is
based on hundreds of
interviews Ensler con-
ducted with everyday
women, in which she
gathered honest resp'ons-
es to questions about
their vagmas.
Ensler is so deter-
mined to get her message
out - that women are not
dirty and neither is the
word vagina - she is
allowing universities
across the. country to
reproduce the play royal-
ty-free.
So, for the third year in
a row, the Women's
Center will sponsor
Vagina Monologues. They
will be holding open
auditions for women of
all ages and ethnicities in
the Lookout Room of the
Student Union Building
on Saturday from 11 a.m,
to 2 p.m. and again on
Sunday from 3 p.m. to 6
p.m.
Attendance is only
required at one of the
audition times.
The auditions will be
cold readings, so there is
no need for preparation.
For more information,
contact Melissa Wintrow .
at 426-4256.
Mad Rasteps into
national spotlight
By Robert Seal,
The Arbiter-------
Is it true that there are hip-
hop' songs corning out of
Idaho and being spun on
radio stations nationwide?
Can it be that local rap-
pers have such an explosive
stage show that Busta
Rhymes would offer them an
opening slot on his West
Coast tour?
Yes. It's true. And if the
local rappers Mad Ro have
their way, .it won't be long
before the words hip-hop
and Boise don't sound so
odd in the same sentence.
On Nov. 19, Mad Ro
released Out Tha Wood Werk,
a new disk for Noc On Wood
Records. To celebrate, they
will be down at the Big Easy
tomorrow night.
Along with special guests
Nocturnal Rage, from
Seattle, and Portland's Cool
Nutz, Mad Ro will be hosting
a record-release party for
their latest offering.
Who exactly is Mad Ro?
The group is made up of
emcees Hacim, Arcturus and
Ready, who have been mak-
ing noise together since 1998.
1n the beginning, Arcturus
and Hacim formed Mad
Riddla, which later became
Mad Ro.
Arcturus, who originally
called Caldwell horne, brings
the beats to the group and
has co-produced all of the
tracks on Out Tha Wood Werk .
Hacim met Arcturus a year
after moving to Idaho from
Los Angeles. The two bond-
ed over their love of hip-hop
and were soon writing songs
together.
The final member of Mad
Ro, Ready, was on the rise
with a group known as Soul
Lingo when a car accident
temporarily put his career on
hold.
Ready suffered a broken
back along with other
injuries. The long recovery
gave him time for reflection,
which can now be heard in
his lyrics.
"I've been on the bridge. I
know what it's like to nave
no hope. My job now is to
help the kids who are hurt-
ing," Ready said.
'Ready met up with Hacim
and Arcturus and Mad Ro
was complete.
In the past four years, they
have been hard at work, fol-
lowing their "do-it-yourself"
ethic and working to push
things forward.
In 1999, they released their
independent record
Nocturnal, a name they chose
because it was recorded late
at night while most people
slept.
They have already shared
the stage with LL Cool J,
N2Deep, and Wu-Tang Clan.
Mad Ro has even traveled to
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Reno, Nev. to open up for [a
Rule and Ashanti.
The strength of their live
shows and the lluality of
Nocturnal had major labels
such as Elektra and
Interscope looking their way,
but Mad Ro insisted on
doing things at their own
pace and on their own terms.
In the end, they chose to
go with the smaller Noc On
Wood Records.
With radio stations as far
away as New York spinning
their singles, Mad Ro has
already garnered over a
thousand plays. The trio
plans to keep at it, growing .
different markets across the
country.
"We've always been
underdogs, but we've never
accepted that," Ready said.
"We're making the music
that we want to hear."
With their singles already
playing nationally, it seems
that it may just be what kids
across the country want to
hear, too.
One of the striking aspects
of Out Tha Wood Werk is that
on several tracks they
announce with pride where
it is they're from. It's clear
that they are out there repre-
senting The City of Trees in
the hip-hop community.
"I'm not trying to be
gangsta, I'm just trying to
Dring the essence of hip.:}lOp,
to middle America, r
Arcturus said.
IF YOU GO~""':
Mad Ro, Nocturnal
Rage, and Cool Nutz are
performing at the Big Easy
Concert House on Friday.
Doors open at 7 p.m. and
the show starts at 8 p.m.
Admission is $5 at the door.
Older rockers find music a hard sell in today's marketplace
By Jim Abbott
The Orlando Sentine!----
"The screen door slams,
Mary's dress waves like a
vision, she dances across the
porch as the radio plays ..."
That couplet from Bruce
Sprin,!?steen s "Thunder
Road evokes a nostalgic
image, but radio doesn't
remember the Boss as fondly
on his current concert tour.
The title track from
Springsteen's critically
acclaimed new album, The
Rising, barely registered a blip
on radio, putting him in the
company of such established
stars as Torn Petty & the
Heartbreakers, James Taylor
and Bonnie Raitt.
Although such veteran
stars built rock radio into a
powerful media industry,
many are now relegated to
being outcasts.
Like political campaigns,
radio play lists are fashioned
by demographic research that
makes it hard for older acts to
8 p.m. Hamster Style Show (1 sf)
8 p.m. Imperfect lives (Znd)
8 p.m. limits of Adhesion (3rd)
8 p.m. The Power (4th)
9 p.m. Punk n' Disorderly (l stj3rd)
9 p.m. Too Much Distortion (2nd/4th)
8 p.m. Bronco Sports Spotlight (l sf)
8 p.m. Degree#6/Bock2Bock (3rd)
8 p.m. Where's Your Boogie At? (2nd/4th)
9 p.m. Too Much Distortion
find receptive ears for new
material.
Even classic rock stations
that embrace Springsteen's
"Hungry Heart" or the
Heartbreakers' "American
Girl" turn a cold shoulder to
unfamiliar music at odds with
old hits.
On top of that, even big-
name stars are looking at new
ways to reach a target audi-
ence that rarely ventures into
record stores to buy new
music.
For many, TV is now the
best way to promote new
music.
Historically resistant to the
medium, Springsteen, 53,
embarked on a marathon TV
schedule to bolster The Rising
this summer: Multiple
appearances on NBC's Today
show; ABC's Nightline; and
CBS' Late Show with David
Letterman put the reclusive
rock star on the same plane as
an author with a new book.
It worked. The Rising sold
526,000 copies its first week,
the best-selling album debut
of his career.
Springsteen also accom-
plished the feat without much
support from MTV and VH1,
proving. that cable music
channels are no longer a mar-
keting necessity.
That's something that nine-
time Grammy-winner Bonnie
Raitt long ago discovered.
"At 52, it's been going on
for me since 1995when all of a
sudden I stopped getting
played on VHl to make room
for the next crop of perform-
ers in their mid-Sus," Raitt
said.
"MTV isn't even a possibil-
ity. They are skewing it to the
younger audience. What you
have to do is learn to work
around it."
For Raitt, that involved a
series of TV ads airing on TV
Land and other cable chan-
nels with strong adult audi-
ences.
She also did interviews on
National Public Radio and
toured aggressively.
"A lot of people in' my
demographic don't go into
record stores much and they
don't listen to pop radio,"
Raitt said.
"We basically go after
them where the audience is."
Her most recent album,
Silver Lining, debuted at No.
13 on the Billboard album
chart, selling more than
150,000copies in three weeks.
So far, Springsteen hasn't
licensed his music to sell other
products, though that trend is
gaining momentum based on
successes by acts such as
Moby and Sting. "Can't Stop
Loving You," the first single
from Phil Collins' new Tesfi~1
album, is featured in an ad (or
the Toyota Avalon.
So is it better to get a song
on TV or radio? .
Though there are hit
records that emeJ'pe without
it, such as last year s 0 Brother
Where Art Thou? soundtrack,
most acts do better with pres-
ence on radio playlists.
"Records that sell without
radio are still the exceptions,"
said Sean Ross, an editor at
Billboard's Airplay Monitor,
an industry magazine.
"Labels would rather have
radio when they can."
Yet that's no longer a real-
istic proposition for acts that
survive long enough to com-
pete with their biggest hits.
For Justin Hayward, 56,
lead singer of the Moody
Blues, the challenge is recon-
ciling that enthusiasm for hits
with a band's need to make
new music.
The band plans to release a
new album next year, though
Hayward says It'S hard to
negotiate record deals.
"People love the music of
their youth," he said.
"The songs you heard
when you were 15, 16 or 17
will a1ways be special, to
every generation. TIul what
keeps you alive as a band is
new material."
place your.free classified ad, can345~8204 ext. 119.or drop by tlteoffice1~~~t~dat 1605University Drive (comer of University & Michigan)
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CHlltOPRACTIC
NEED APHOTOGRA·
PHER? Engagement,
weddings, family,
quinceaneras, portraits
Call Porters Photography
863-5967 .
www.portersphotos.com
Are you a female ages 21-
29? Northwest Egg
Donation is working with
a married couple in need
of an egg donor: 5'1" - .
5'9" dark brown or black
hair & brown or blue
eyes, must know family
health history. Would you
like to help this couple's
dream of a family come
true and earn $3000+? For
more info contact Tiffany
@(208) 634-9774
ASTROLOGY CLUB
Searching for people
interested in astrology.
Call Kif Ewing 433-0151
Exciting Political
Organizing Internship:
Help rid Idaho's elections
of special interest money!
Grassroots Organizer,
Communications
Coordinator, Money in
Politics Researcher. 811m
385-0260 or info@ ida-
hoansforfairlections.org
Drummer & bass player
wanted for established
Boise band, to play origi-
nal music 338-5260
Lost Wed. Ring 10/11 on
Greenbelt N. of Towers
Dorm. White Gold, 3
stones. 426-1133 msg.
Afghan & American
- Student Association
Just starting. Would like
new members of all cul-
tures. Call Yama 322-0453
IFind it I
~Vnity
Custom Ceremonies
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call DrJim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck ,and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
1025I.i'lcOOA~ Bdse.1D837lXi
"Askabout ourBSUdiscount"
• day spa services
• coordinating, planning,
consulting SCMCCS
All e-mails must include an
answer (preferably a correct
one). your name, address and a
phone number-so we can hunt
you down if you win.
Monthly winners will he
notilied hy email or mail, along
with an announcement in the
first edition after the winner is
chosen. The Grand Prize
winner will be announced in the
Dec. 16thFinals Relief issue.
Contest runs 09/09/02 lhough
12/12/02.
www.unityweddings.com
1500 S. Orchard
440~4622
FIFTH and IDAHO
downtown boile
• Soro~ities • Clubs
• Student Groups
.Fraternilies
1966 Cj5 Jeep 33" Tires,
Lifted, Runs Good $2800
OBO 288-5597
Film $llk.kJ.S:2(XX)this semester with
1989 Mazda B2600i xcab
new brakes, battery, &
tires, shell, tow pkg. cd
bed liner $3350 888-4525
1986.Honda Fat Cat
Excellent condition low
hours $2500 Call Matt
463-9228
95 Ford ExplorerXLT
$7800 See ilonline @
boiseusedautos.com
426-7372
Crib/Matt Great Condo
$150. Stereo Cab. Oak,
$50, Chiropractic Rolling
Table $75 672-1303
BED-Queen Pillowtof
Mattress Sel. New-stil in
plastic, with warranty.
Value $699. Sell $159.
Can deliver 866-7476
3 piece wall uriit each
section approx: 3 ft.x1.5
fl.x6.5 fl. $100
Contact 375-4836
. Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruise! 5 Days from
$299! Includes Most
Meals, Parties! Awesome
Beaches; Nightlife!
Departs Florida! Panama
City Boardwalk Beach
Resort From $199!
springbreaktravel.corri
1-800-678-6386
~~
FREE UTILITIES I
FREE CABLE TVI
D,sco/mted to
$325/ MONTH
Conduons ApplV
Private living Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities
Furnished & Unfurnished
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
Room for rent
In 3bd/2ba House with
Hot Tub! $265 + 1/3 util
Call Ami 424-0132
INEED HELPI Will make
$500-1000 PT $15oo-4K FT
Call toll free 888-236-6037
fun2workathome.org
Bartenders needed. Earn
$150-250 per night. No
exp necessary.
Call 866-291-1884 ext. 435
Need Extra Cash
No exp necessary - _"
P/TorF'/T
Call 573-3287
Campus tour guide for
New Student Info Center
Hours will vary, $7/ hr.
Min req: soph w /2.5 GPA
.Ca1l426-1820
.NOW
HIRING
Account Executives
• great part
time work
• good earning
potential
flexible hours
. ~telllworld
erlence"
Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
- Today is a 7 - Your
recent burst of
creativity leads to a lot
of great new projects.
How will you get them
all done? Get organized
-now!
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is a 6· You
should be just about
finished, and not a
moment too soon.
Don't worry about
perfection anymore.
You're close enough.
Wrap it up!
Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
- Today is a 7· You
should almost be past
the planning sta~e and
the supply·acqUlsition
phase, The domg
phase is fast approach-
ing, Look out, world!
DOWN-
1 Legendary story
2 Pearl Harbor's
island
3 PowellA.oy film
4_pollol
5 Slushy dessert
~, I Crossword
.------===.;;. ...
Movie Extras/Models
Needed Earn up to $25G-
450/Day!! No experience
necessary. Call Now for
immediate exposure
1-800-i114-0277x1054
Need 35 people to lose
50-100 lbs. Safe.Dr.
Recommended. Natural
938-0766
Mother's helper wanted
in Eagle M-F 7:30 am -
1:30 pm. Must provide
transportation & refer-
ences Call for details eve
after 7pm 938-5133
BroncoJobs.,hiM,,"S".' "'Ulh't
Lookingfor
Jobs while you arc a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships'?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at htll'://
carcer.hoiscstutc.cdu
Flexible
Schedule
Interested in going on a
group trip to Europe? It's
cheap! Contact Amber
484-6556, Lisa 713-0516~iiiiii_
• weddings, unions & more
.:J pmH'Tl Campusl'undr.user
J hour fund raising CVC~1. Our .
pruhr.tI1b make funJraising
'-'LIS)' with no risks. fundrolising
d.ucs J.fC filing quicklv; so ~l>t
with lhl' program! It works.
Contact CampusFundraiscr
ill (&w",\) 42.1·.12:'\.H, or \'jsit
www.carnpusfundraiser.curn
Mattress Sel, Full Size
Brand new in pkg. Value
$499 Sacrifice $125.
Call 866-7476
89 Honda Prelude SI 123K
AT, AC. PW, CD, sunroof
$3300 OBO 440-2716
Wedding Dress Size 8
Cathedral Length Train,
Ivory, Lots of Detail, Will
sell for $350 832-5352
1990 Ford F150 4x4 ext
cab short box new wheels
3 inch lift $5250
Call Matt 463-9228
Table saw 8 1/4" SKIL
$40Dn cabinet with
wheels lots of blades and
attachments 888-4525
97 Volkswagen Golf 5spd
sunroof, 40 hatchback,
new brakes & Iires $5500
OBO 841-8116
94 Ford Ranger XLT·exl.
cab 6 cyl. 130,000 miles
runs perfect $4400 OBO
323-8919
87 Ford Escorl Automatic
Transmission, Power
Steering and it runs $650
Ca IIChris 343-9580
1995 Ford Taurus P/L
I'/W, Great Running Car,
Call Andy at 794-6801
Roommate Wanted 4BR
Flat, $310 includes
Utilities, W /0, 3 Blocks
from BSU! 344-0098
Female roommate wanted
$290/mo 3bd 2ba apt.
Close to BSU cover
parking & amen 395-7021
Room for rent
I 1/2 bath home $400/mo
util. incl. Walk to BSU
Call 571-3126
2bd 2ba mobile home
close to BSU in nice
family park. $17,900
Call Lee @ 371-7219
Christmas Cash
Marketing Compo
expanding. We need 3
sharp indo to train. Flex.
hrs. Call 284-9901
We need customer
service reps,
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
- Today is a 7 - If you
have to get out of town
to find the best deal,
you'd better /?o soon. If
you must walt for the
weekend, Saturday
morning at the latest.
Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
- Today is a 7 - You and
your mate need to have
a talk about money. Do
it now, before one of
)Iou spends more than
the other thinks you
can afford.
Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is a 6 - All of
a sudden your hero
or heroine appears.
This wise, competent
person is glad to help
you carry your heavy
load. TIllS could be a
friend or a stranger,
but for you, he or she
is an angel.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov, 21)
- Today is a 5 - You
may be almost out of
ideas, but that's OK.
There arc more ideas
that otherJ,eo~ile have
discoverc and left for
you in books. Keef
hunting and you'l
find the perfect one.
Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec, 21)
- Today is an 8 - You're
very persuasive now.
Be careful what you
ask for, because you
j'ust might get it. Butlere's the rub: You
may have to pay for it.
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan, 19)
- Today is a 7 - You
. should be able to see
the light at the end of
the tunnel by now. It's
an indication of suc-
cess, not the train com-
ing. Tomorrow will be
even beller.
Campus Visit Assistant
$7/hr, 15-20 hrs/wk Min.
reg. Soph. w /2.5 GPA
App. Deadline 5pm Dec
11. Diane or Nikl 426-1820
Personalities!!
Earn top $ w / Health &
Well ness Company
Seeking FT/PT
Call 794-2653
Bartenders Trainees
Needed. $250/ day
Potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 223
Bartending positions
available in the Boise
Area up to $200/ shift no
exp necessary will train
1-81Xl-13ARTEND(227-8363)
lroaUit I
Couple seeking to adopt
baby. Married II yrs.
Both college grads. Free
counseling you & your
family. babyseekers@
nctscapc.net
© 2C?02Tribune Media Service,. Inc
An right. reserved.
Horoscopes _
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a 7· You're
good at evaluations,
but how are you at set-
ting priorities and
making snap decisions.
You'll soon get to prac-
tice.
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 6 - You
show your love in sub-
tle ways. You don't
always come right out
and say it, but people
get the message. Make
sure an older person
knows.
(c) 2002, TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICES
INC.
Dis:ributed by Kllight
RidderlTribzlI1e
Illformatioll Services.
ITS A
TRIfECTAI
\
Read the Monday edition of The
Arbiters; find the trivia question
of the week, then submit yonr
answer to
contestorarbitcronlinc.com. TIle
correct answer will he printed in
the Thursday', edition. If you
were right. you'll hc rewarded
with two entries for the monthly
drawing-if you were wrong.
your answer will be passed around
the ofllce and laughed al!
Contest rules: The Fine Print
Okay. okay- if you were
wrong, you can still send
another e-mail to
contcsteearbitcrnnlinc.com with
the correct answer, and you'll be
rewarded with one entry for the
weekly drawing just for being so
persistcnt!
All ''''inncrs will be sekcted hy a
random drawing of eligible entries. All
clltries containing the correct answer
will hc cntcrl't! inlo a grand pri1.e
drawing, 10 be held at the end of the
semcstcr. No pun.:hasc t1cccs!\ary. All
prizcs will he awarded. Grand prizc
will be ntiC ~emesler of free books. to
be provided h)' the BSU Bookstore.
Used books will be provided whe!c
available. This offer is void where
prohibited or reslric,:ted by fcderal,
state, or local laws. Employt'cs of The
Arbiter, the BSU Student Union, thcir
families and· government employees
arc not eligible': Applicable tax.es arc
thc sole responsibility of thc winners.
DILBERT~
SO I TOLD HIr-'\ TO
STOP MAKING r-'\OTOR
NOISES WITH HIS
LIPS.
I NEED YOU TO DO
TED'S JOB AND YOUR'
OWN JOB UNTIL WE
HIRE SOMEONE.
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday
(Dec. 5). You have
amazing powers this
year. You're smart, so
don't let this opportu-
nity slip away. You
can adiieve a goal
you've had for years.
Figure out how to keep
the money coming in
without working so
hard. Now is the time!
To get the advantage,
check the day's rating:
10 is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.
Aries
(March 21-ApriH9)
- Today is an 8· You're
drawing the attention
of those in authority.
They're thinking you
could handle more
responSibility, Don't.be
afraid. Follow an older
person' 3 advice.
ACROSS
1 Nocturnal fliers
6 Brick carriers
.10 Negative votes
14 AOL rival
15 He!p on a heist
16 Toast topper
17 "A League of _
Own"
18 Perjurer
19 Cartoonist Kelly
20 Humble home
21 Naval
behemoths
24 Gardener, at
times
26 Fish story ,
27 Skin Irritations
31 Actress Tomei
35 Many millennia
36 Playwright
Coward
38 Nickel parts
39 Fee, fie, fo, _, !
smell ...
40 Restaurant stand
42 Auto fuel .
43 Japanese port
45 Japanese
wrestling
46 Hankering
47 Swiss city
49 Explicitly stated
51 Hindu spiritual-
discipline
53 Yummy
54 Baguette
59 Writer Levin
62 Dynamic 'ead-
in?
63 Firs!': ~,,,n
64 Co. ;cepts
66 CoI!ege credit
67 Spots
68 Last inning,
usually
69 •...but answer
came there
70 Toddler
71 Cosmetician
Lauder
NOW SHE'S ALSO
TYPING A PERSONAL
r-'\ESSAGEWITH HER
NOSEI
I CAN'T PROMISE
AN'tTHING,BUT
THERE r-'\IGHT BE
SOME VERBAl PRAISE
DOWN THE ROAD.
E
o
i
---'-.......~ia -...--r.:..i~L...- __ ......
GET THE SCORPION
KING ACTION fIGURE
f>JJJA. '( fROM yo.UR
SISTER"S BARBIElIl
\\/
..
.!
to
v
c..•
E
1i...
THEY
KNOW
A,BOUT
THE
PLAN.
)
fOOll I TOLD
YOU TO
BlAME OUR
INSURANCE,
CARRIER I
\'
14
11
6 Sentry's cry
7 Funeral info
8 Distributed the
cards
9 Trout-fishing
. locale
-10 1966 Beatles hit,
" Man"
11 Jai follower
12 Shrill bark
13 Drunkards
22 Sports venue
23 Loose
25 CIA precursor
27 Haze over .
28 Stinkeroo
29 Goes bad
30 Blood constituent
32 Recipe element
33 Does' mates
34 Something of
value .
37 Tibetan priesi
40 MaYhem '-
41 Line dance
44 Convention
address
46 Ers vehlcie
'j __:_'"l. ,._.,' __
62
tiH
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48 Appalled and 56 Yeats'lsie
·:-dismayed 51 Stink to high '
. PO"'Ci:Jmmon ' ' heaven
'antiseptlc ,,58 Ultimatum word
S2 Westminster, e.g. 60 Unit cost
54 Half-goat man 61 Arthur of tennis,
55 -Nevada city, 65 Undo:pref.
Io
I
If I DO WEll. YOU"ll
MAKE ME DO 1WO
;rOBS fOREVER. IF
I DO POORLY. n::l
GET NO RAISE.
SHOUlD I GIVE THEM
A, REASON. OR IS
THIS PART Of. YOUR
MASTER PLAN TO
REMOVE All JOY'
fROM THE UNIVERSE?
